1946 CONSOLIDATED PLAYBOAT 39’ (Cont from Page 1.)
…replaced, and she NEEDS all ribs, floor timbers, and transom
framing replaced, as well as new decks and gobs of cosmetics.
“All framing is white oak. This boat has never been actually
refastened, which has left the planking largely unmolested.
Much of the interior has been removed, but I have pictures
documenting what she looked like, and all original parts have
been saved, even if less than perfect. The wheelhouse roof is
1 year old stainless fastened plywood, covered with painted
canvas (as original). Additionally, she has nearly all original
hardware that she came with. The boat is located in PA, near
Philadelphia. Will need to be moved by land. There is
virtually no chance of transporting her by water. She's been
on the hard and dried up.

1968 OWENS 28‟

1968 OWENS 28’. Owner says, “I have a 1968 Owens 28
foot wooden boat with cabin in my backyard. It is free for
anyone to take for parts or rehab project. I think that it may
have a diesel engine and that the wood is mahogany. The hull
is wood, not fiberglass. I have a lot of great memories from
my childhood on that boat. It was my fathers'. He became ill
quite a few years ago and was unable to keep up maintenance
and then restoration. I would love it if someone would take it
to restore, but I am realistic because I need to have it
removed from my property. The boat is located in New
Jersey, about 15 minutes outside of Philadelphia. There is
backyard access to have it taken out either by crane or tow.
There is also a waterway a few blocks from my house that
accesses the Delaware River. I believe that is how my father
brought it in years ago. The name of my father's boat is 'The
Joy.'” Contact Angel at Aruple25@aol.com (NJ)

“With approval, you *may* be able to join the yacht club ! !
where she is located. Right individual has the resources or
skills to restore her properly.
No fiberglass and 5200
mechanics! I will not sell her for her engines. I am open to
reasonable offers with consideration of the good machinery
(new copper exhaust elbows, winterized and fogged in „06, will
start them for the right individual), and the costs incurred for
the documentation.” Call Chris after 5pm Eastern time 215421-9280 or email TeamPontiac79@aol.com (PA)

CHRIS CRAFT MODEL „K‟ ENGINE

CHRIS CRAFT MODEL ‘K’ ENGINE. Owner says, “It is left
hand rotaion, complete and it turns by hand. With a little work
im sure it could be easily started. I am asking $500. The
engine is located in Cranford, New Jersey.” Contact James at
james.sowa@hotmail.com or 908-272-1173 (NJ)

1980 JOHN D. LITTLE CATBOAT 16‟

1980 JOHN D. LITTLE CATBOAT 16’. Owner says, “Built
by John D. Little at Mill Creek Boat Shop in Maine. Lapstrake
construction in good condition. Small cuddy cabin with bunks
and cushions. Centerboard. Gaff rigged with a very recent
sail, spars are in good shape. Cradle, spars, sail, oar, swim
ladder and cushions included (there is no trailer). This would
be a great boat for gunkholing in shoaly waters. It is small and
manageable, but can accommodate for an overnight
excursion. The hull is in good shape, but the brightwork will
want some cosmetic attention. It is currently in indoor
storage in Cataumet, and may be seen most anytime during
the week by appointment.” Asking $9000. Contact Amy at
508-563-2800 or Amy_bbs@cape.com
(MA)
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1959 BORUM SAFARI 16’. Owner says, “The Borum Safari
is in need of a rebuild. The bottom needs to be replaced and
there is a small soft spot on the upper edge of the transom.
The decks need refinishing, and there is also a small, golf ball
sized, soft spot on one side. The trailer is the original Gator
and has new tires and rims as well as the originals. The
engine is a 1961 (I think) 75HP Johnson which ran 3 years
ago and turns over. All hardware except the windshiled is
included. I picked the boat up last winter to keep it from
being junked. (it was in an estate and no one wanted it) My
dad had the very same model Borum (with a 100HP Merc)
when I was in high school, so I had to save this boat. (cont.)

